ECOLOGICAL AND EVOLUTIONARY STABILITY OF SPERM-DEPENDENT PARTHENOGENESIS: EFFECTS OF PARTIAL NICHE OVERLAP BETWEEN SEXUAL AND ASEXUAL FEMALES.
Pseudogamous females reproduce parthenogenetically but require sperm. We analyze a density- and frequency-dependent model for the ecological and evolutionary stability of bisexual populations exposed to invasion by pseudogamous clones. In particular, we examine the effects of partial niche overlap and asymmetric competition between sexual and asexual forms. The model predicts that for a variety of relative fitness values for asexual females, pseudogamous forms can successfully invade bisexual populations. The probability of successful invasion increases as niche overlap decreases. Furthermore, invaded populations are often likely to be stable; for the parameter values analyzed, only combinations of nearly complete niche overlap and high asexual fitness will lead to extinction. Even such combinations will be stable under pronounced asymmetric competition. Asymmetric competition does not, however, affect the invadability of bisexual populations. The model predicts that stable populations cannot have more than three or four females per male; populations with more biased sex ratios are expected to be unstable. We analyze available sex ratio data for pseudogamous insects, fish, and salamanders, and find significant changes in roughly one-half of the asexual-dominated populations, but in only one sexual-dominated population. This analysis includes previously unpublished data on population sex ratios in a pseudogamous bark beetle, Ips acuminatus. Some asexual-dominated populations have far more than four females per male, contrary to predictions of the model.